We consider a rational function ,(z) # K(z) in one variable defined over an algebraically closed field K which is complete with respect to a valuation v. We study how the reduction (modulo v) of such functions behaves under composition, and in particular under iteration. We also investigate the relationship between bad reduction and the Julia set of ,. In particular, we prove that under certain conditions, bad reduction is equivalent to having a nonempty Julia set. We also give several examples of maps not satisfying those conditions and having both bad reduction and an empty Julia set.
Because K is non-archimedean, there is a reduction map from P 1 (K) to P 1 (k); for example, in the case that K is a p-adic field, this map is simply reduction modulo p. Roughly speaking, we say the function , # K(z) has good reduction if it makes sense as a function on the reduced curve P 1 (k); see Definition 1.1 in Section 1 for a rigorous definition. Note that a function of good reduction must behave well locally, since nearby points have the same reduction. More specifically, in [9] , Morton and Silverman showed that if , has good reduction in some coordinate, then the Julia set of , is empty. In this paper we will investigate further the relationship between the reduction and dynamics of ,, as follows.
After fixing notation and definitions in Section 1, we will investigate how reduction behaves under composition of functions. In particular, it is immediate from the definition of good reduction that the composition of two maps of good reduction again has good reduction. However, the converse is false, as there are maps of bad reduction whose composition has good reduction. (For example, the functions (z)=z 2 Â25 and ,(z)=5z 3 both have bad 5-adic reduction, while b ,(z)=z 6 has good reduction.) In Section 2 we will prove the following theorem, which identifies the source of all such examples, namely that there are degree one (invertible) rational functions of bad reduction which cancel in the composition:
Theorem A. Let ,(z), (z) # K(z) be non-constant rational functions, and suppose that b , has good reduction. Then there is some degree one map f # K(z) such that both b f &1 and f b , have good reduction.
We will then use the same theory in Section 3 to study dynamical systems. In particular, we will prove Theorem B. Let ,(z) # K(z) be a rational map of degree d 2, and let n 1 be any positive integer. Then , has good reduction if and only if , n has good reduction.
In Section 4 we will return to Morton and Silverman's Theorem (Theorem 1.1). As previously mentioned, the theorem says that a map which is well-behaved globally (having good reduction) is also wellbehaved locally (having empty Julia set), which is a very reasonable statement. On the other hand, there is no reason to expect that the converse would hold; yet there are no obvious counterexamples. We will present some concrete reasons why counterexamples are not trivial to produce; in particular, we will prove Theorem C. Let ,(z) # K[z] be a polynomial of degree d, and let k denote the residue field of K. Suppose that either 1. char k=0, or 2. char k= p>0 and d<p+2.
Then , has good reduction in some coordinate if and only if its Julia set J is empty.
(In fact, Theorem C will be broken into two statements, namely Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.9).
Thus, the converse of Morton and Silverman's Theorem is true in many common cases. However, we will produce counterexamples in other cases. In the positive residue characteristic case, we will produce maps which, using Theorem 4.5, we will prove have empty Julia set but bad reduction in every coordinate. In fact, we will demonstrate that the lower bound for the degree of such polynomials given in Theorem C is sharp.
Some of the results of this paper constitute a portion of the author's Ph.D. thesis ( [1] ). The author would like to thank Joseph Silverman for his guidance and for suggesting the dynamical problems, Michael Zieve for suggesting some of the problems studied in Section 2, Sheldon Joyner for spotting some mistakes in the original presentation of Example 3, and the referee for hisÂher suggestions on the organization of this paper.
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
We will fix the following notation for this paper.
K
an algebraically closed field v a valuation on K with respect to which K is complete | } | an absolute value associated to v O the ring of integers of K O* the group of units of O M the maximal ideal of O k the residue field OÂM of K P 1 (K) the projective line over K P 1 (k) the projective line over k
We view K as a subset of P 1 (K) by considering P 1 (K) to be the union K _ [ ]; the same applies to k and P 1 (k). If x # K and r>0, we will denote the closed (resp., open) disk of radius r about x by D r (x) (resp., D r (x)). If W/K is a disk, we will denote the radius of W by rad(W). Because K is algebraically closed, the set of possible absolute values |K| is dense in the positive real line, and therefore rad(W) is always a well-defined quantity. In fact, the radius of a disk is equal to its diameter; that is,
Following [2] , we define a closed (resp., open) P 1 (K)-disk to be any subset of
, with x # K and r>0. If r # |K|, we say the disk is rational. It is easy to verify (see [2] ) that the image of a closed (resp., open)
and the image of a rational disk is either P 1 (K) or a rational disk. If two P 1 (K)-disks intersect non-trivially, then either their union is all of P 1 (K) or else one contains the other. Any degree one rational function f (z) # K(z) may be written homogeneously as f [x, y]=[ax+by, cx+dy] with a, b, c, d # O and ad&bc {0. We will frequently abuse notation and refer to such f as an element [
Any such f is invertible and may be viewed as a change of coordinates on P 1 (K). Given two points P 1 , P 2 # P 1 (K), we define the spherical distance between them to be
where P i is represented in homogeneous coordinates by [
; so 2 is the``right'' metric on P 1 (K). It should be noted that if P 1 =[x 1 , 1] and P 2 =[x 2 , 1] are both in the closed unit disk D 1 (0), then 2(P 1 , P 2 )= |x 1 &x 2 |. However, the two metrics are very different outside D 1 (0). In fact, P 1 (K)-disks are in general not disks under 2.
As mentioned in the introduction, if we fix ,(z) # K(z), we denote by ,
The Fatou set F=F , is defined to be the set of all points in P 1 (K) having a 2-neighborhood on which the family of iterates [, n ] is equicontinuous with respect to the spherical metric 2. The Julia set J=J , is the complement of F.
Still considering a fixed ,(z) # K(z), recall that a point x # P 1 (K) is said to be periodic (of period n) if , n (x)=x for some positive integer n; the smallest period of x is called the minimal period. If x{ is periodic of minimal period n, the multiplier * of x is (, n )$ (x). The multiplier of a finite periodic point x is invariant under change of coordinates, and so it is natural to define the multiplier of a periodic point at by changing coordinates. A periodic point with multiplier * is said to be attracting if |*| <1, neutral if |*| =1, and repelling if |*| >1. Using non-archimedean power series, it is relatively easy (see [2] ) to check that a periodic point of , is in the Julia set of , if and only if it is repelling.
If x # O, we will denote by xÄ # k the reduction of x modulo M. Reduction induces a (well-defined) map
, where x, y are homogeneous coordinates chosen in O with at least one in O*. We will be interested in the set of inverse images of a given point of P 1 (k) under the reduction map. If a # P 1 (k), define
Note that for any given a # k, the 2 distance between any two points x, y of W a is simply |x& y| <1. Similarly, the distance between any two points x, y # W is | Any rational function ,(z) # K(z) can be written in homogeneous coordinates as
where f, g # O[x, y] are relatively prime homogeneous polynomials of degree d=deg ,. We can ensure that at least one coefficient of either f or g has valuation zero (i.e., absolute value 1). The reduction map induces a map
it is then natural to ask whether the resulting reduced map , corresponds to a rational function in k(z). Following [9] , we state the following definition.
where f, g # O[x, y] are relatively prime homogeneous polynomials of degree d=deg ,, and at least one coefficient of f or g has absolute value 1. We say that , has good reduction if f and gÄ have no common zeros in k_k besides (x, y)=(0, 0). If , does not have good reduction, we say it has bad reduction.
Thus, if we view the projective line as a scheme, ,: P 1 (K) Ä P 1 (K) has good reduction if and only if it extends to a morphism 8:
Intuitively, this means that , makes sense as a map
that is, , (z) # k(z). We note that the reduction type of , is independent of the choice of f and g, provided they fit the restrictions in Definition 1.1. Furthermore, it follows immediately from the definition that if , and both have good reduction, then so does b ,.
We have the following theorem, proved in [9] .
Theorem 1.1 (Morton and Silverman [9] ). Let ,(z) # K(z) have good reduction. Then the Julia set of , is empty.
Morton and Silverman actually proved the stronger result that the spherical distance between two points in P 1 (K) cannot increase under application of a map of good reduction. Here is one method of proof. As we will see in Lemma 2.5, if , has good reduction, then for any a # P 1 (k), , maps W a into (and onto) some W b . It is then relatively straightforward to show that if x, y # W a , then 2(,(x), ,( y)) 2(x, y). Or, if x and y are not in the same W a , then 2(x, y)=1, so the same inequality is trivially true.
Given a linear fractional transformation f # PGL(2, K) and a rational function ,(z) # K(z), the change of coordinates w= f (z) has the effect of conjugating ,(z) to (w)= f b , b f &1 (w). The Julia set of the new map is simply J = f (J , ). It follows from Theorem 1.1 that if = f b , b f &1 has good reduction, then J , is empty. For example, if p is a prime number, and C p denotes the completion of an algebraic closure of the p-adic rationals, the p-adic map
has bad reduction as written. But the change of coordinates f (z)=zÂ p gives
which has good reduction and therefore empty Julia set; thus, , also has empty Julia set.
REDUCTION AND COMPOSITION
In this section we will prove several technical lemmas and propositions, ultimately leading to Theorem A on the reduction of a composition of functions. Theorem A and the results of Sections 3 and 4 involve degree one rational functions, so we begin by discussing such maps. But that is equivalent to saying ad&bc{0, i.
is a composition of functions of good reduction. K We will also need the following two lemmas concerning the action of rational functions on concentric disks. We omit the proofs, which are straightforward exercises in non-archimedean power series and PGL(2, K)-coordinate changes.
Lemma 2.3. Let ,(z) # K(z) be a non-constant rational function, and let D be an open disk D=D r 1 (x) with image ,(D)=D r 2 ( y). Let 0<s 1 <r 1 , and let
Then r 1 s 2 r 2 s 1 . Furthermore, if , is not one-to-one on D, then r 1 s 2 <r 2 s 1 .
Lemma 2.4. Let ,(z) # K(z) be a non-constant rational function, and let D be a
The next few results give some understanding of how functions of good or bad reduction behave.
Lemma 2.5. Let ,(z) # K(z) be a non-constant rational function.
(1) If , has good reduction, then deg ,=deg , .
(2) If , has good reduction and a # P
Proof. Part (1) is trivial. Part (2) can be proven by considering x # W , (a) and using Hensel's Lemma or the theory of Newton Polygons (see [7] ) to show that , &1 (x) must intersect W a . Part (3) can be proven directly from Definition 1.1. We omit the details, which are straightforward. K Lemma 2.6. Let ,(z) # K(z) be a non-constant rational function. Then , has bad reduction if and only if there exist a, b # P 1 (K) such that
Proof. We will prove the forward implication; the converse follows immediately from Lemma 2.5(2).
By Lemma 2.5(3), there is some Since
The last lemma of this section will not be used until Section 3, but because it is similar in theme to the above lemmas, we state it here.
Lemma 2.7. Let f # PGL(2, K)"PGL(2, O) be a degree one map with bad reduction. Then there exist a, b # P 1 (K) such that
Proof
, and so the second inclusion follows. The two non-inclusions then follow because
With these technical results behind us, we are now prepared to prove some more applicable results about reduction and composition.
Proposition 2.8. Let ,(z), (z) # K(z) be non-constant rational functions, and suppose that b , has good reduction. Then , has good reduction if and only if has good reduction.
Proof. To prove the forward implication, suppose that , has good reduction, and pick any a # P 1 (k). By Lemma 2.5(1), , maps P 1 (k) onto itself, so there is some a$ # P 1 (k) such that ,(W a$ )=W a , by Lemma 2.5(2). It follows that
Thus, by Lemma 2.5(3), has good reduction.
To prove the converse, suppose that has good reduction but , does not. By Lemma 2.6, there are a, b # P 1 (k) such that for any c # P
, ,(W a ) contains W c . Thus, for any such c, we have (W c )/ (,(W a )), and therefore (c)= b ,(a). Thus, must be constant, contradicting Lemma 2.5(1). K Proposition 2.9. Let ,(z), (z) # K(z) be non-constant rational functions, and suppose that b , has good reduction. Suppose also that there exist a, b # P 1 (k) such that ,(W a )=W b . Then , has good reduction.
Proof. Suppose , has bad reduction. By Lemma 2.6, there exist
We consider two cases. 
In
0; then we can apply a map of the form h(z)=cz to stretch (or shrink) h(V$) to radius 1.)
It follows that f b ,(W a )=D 1 (0)=W 0 . By Proposition 2.9, f b , has good reduction, since
has good reduction. Thus, by Proposition 2.8, b f &1 must also. K
ITERATES AND REDUCTION
The theory developed in Section 2 may also be applied to compositions of more than two functions. In particular, we may study the relationship between the reduction of a map , and an iterate , n . As promised, if , has degree at least two, we will see that , and all its iterates have the same reduction type. The bulk of the remaining work needed to prove this result is contained in the following proposition. Proof. Pick a, b # P 1 (k) for f as in Lemma 2.7. We claim that , (a)=a and , (b)=b. For suppose , (a)=a${a. Then by Lemma 2.7, P 1 (K)"W b / f(W a ), and so
where the latter inclusion is again by Lemma 2.7. But then f b , b f &1 (c)=b for every c{b, implying that f b , b f &1 is constant, and contradicting Lemma 2.5(1). This proves that , (a)=a; the proof that , (b)=b is similar. By Lemma 2.5(2), we have ,(W a )=W a and ,(W b )=W b .
Next, we claim that (, ) &1 (a)=[a]. For suppose that there exists c # P 1 (k)"[a] with , (c)=a; by Lemma 2.5(2), ,(W c )=W a . Then
contradicting Lemma 2.7 and proving our claim.
Let m be the degree of ,. Applying Lemma 2.5(2) again, it must be that , maps W a onto itself m-to-one. Similarly, f b , b f &1 maps W b onto itself m-to-one, which implies that , maps U= f
By a PGL(2, O)-change of coordinates, we may assume that a=0; so W a =D 1 (0), and U=D r (x) with x # D 1 (0) and r<1. Suppose that m>1. By Lemma 2.3, it must be that rad(,(U))<r, contradicting the fact that ,(U)=U. Thus, m=1. K We can now prove our iteration and reduction theorem.
Proof of Theorem B. Since , n has good reduction, Theorem A tells us that there is some f # PGL(2, K) such that , b f &1 and f b , n&1 both have good reduction. It follows that
also has good reduction. Suppose that f has bad reduction. Then by Proposition 3.1, , n must be degree one; thus, , has degree one, which is not the case. Thus, f has good reduction. Since , b f &1 has good reduction, it follows that ,=(, b f &1 ) b f does also. K The assumption that deg , 2 is crucial in Theorem B. For example, if p is a prime number, and
then , has bad reduction as written; however, , 2 (z)=z, which has good reduction in any coordinate. On the other hand, we can change coordinates by w= p &1 z to get ,(w)= 1 w , which has good reduction. In fact, any degree one rational function , either has good reduction in some coordinate, or else it has a repelling fixed point; in the latter case, it and all of its iterates have nonempty Julia sets and hence bad reduction in all coordinates. To see this, we consider two cases. If , has a unique fixed point, then it is conjugate to a map of the form z [ z+a; by a change of coordinates w=cz, we can ensure that a # O, and we have good reduction. If , has two distinct fixed points, we can put one at 0 and one at ; the map is now of the form z [ bz. If |b| {1, then one of the points is repelling; if |b| =1, then , has good reduction.
JULIA SETS
In this section we will prove several results on the relationship between the reduction type and the Julia set of a rational function ,. In particular, we will investigate the converse of Morton and Silverman's Theorem (Theorem 1.1). As mentioned in the introduction, there are no immediately obvious examples of maps with bad reduction in all coordinates but with empty Julia set. The following result gives some indication of why that should be. Then , has good reduction in some coordinate if and only if its Julia set J , is empty.
To prove this and some related results, we will need the following lemmas. We omit the proofs, which are straightforward.
be a non-constant polynomial. Let D=D r (a) be a rational closed disk; recall that the image (D) is also a rational closed disk. We will not use Lemma 4.3 explicitly until later in this section. However, the reader will find it useful for proving the following technical result.
be a polynomial of degree at least 2. If x # K is a finite non-repelling fixed point of , then there is a unique radius r>0 such that maps D r (x) onto itself m-to-1, for some m 2. This radius has the property that r # |K|, and if s>r, then
Furthermore, if (char k) |% m, then D r (x) contains a critical point of .
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let p=char k 0. Note that even in the case p>0, we will be able to apply the final statement of Lemma 4.4 freely to any iterate of ,, since , never maps a disk onto its image with degree divisible by p.
The cases d=0, 1 are trivial, and so we will assume throughout the proof that d 2. Theorem 1.1 gives one direction of the equivalence, so we will suppose that J , is empty (and hence all periodic points are non-repelling) and then find a coordinate in which , has good reduction.
Let S=[a 1 , ..., a m ] (where 1 m d ) be the set of all finite critical points of , in K. For any periodic point x of ,, let n x be the minimal period of x, and let r x be the radius associated to x and , n x by Lemma 4.4. Let
and
For each a # S 1 _ S 2 , let x be some periodic point with a # D r x (x), and let R a =r x . We claim this radius is independent of the choice of x. For if y is another such periodic point with r y >r x , then if we let n=n x n y , we have , n mapping D r x (a) onto itself m-to-1 for some m>1; by the maximality statement of Lemma 4.4, , n cannot map D r y (a)=D r y ( y) onto itself, giving us a contradiction. We have proven our claim that R a is welldefined.
For each a # S 1 _ S 2 , let N a 1 be the minimum of all periods of periodic points in D R a (a). (Note that N a =1 if and only if a # S 1 .) Since S 1 _ S 2 is a finite set, we may choose a prime q greater than every such N a .
Let w be any point fixed by , Thus, if char k= p>0, it is conceivable that a function , with everywhere bad reduction could have empty Julia set. For that to happen, , would have to have both bad reduction (which usually means that p appears in denominators) but no repelling periodic points (which means that derivatives are small, in spite of all the p's in the denominators). One way to approach this goal is by introducing terms of the form z np , which have small derivative.
Still, there are obstacles to finding such functions. For instance, if p=2 and K=C 2 (the completion of an algebraic closure of Q 2 , the 2-adic rationals), then two reasonable candidates would be , 1 (z)=z 2 +1Â2 and , 2 ( z)=z 4 +z 2 Â2. However, , 1 is conjugate (via f (z)=z&a, where a satisfies a 2 &a+1Â2=0, and hence |a| =|1Â-2|) to 1 (z)=z 2 +2az, which has good reduction. Meanwhile, , 2 turns out to have bad reduction in all coordinates, but it also has two repelling fixed points and hence a nonempty Julia set. Many of our other initial attempts to construct counterexamples ended in one of these two outcomes.
In addition, even if a function truly is a counterexample, further work is required to prove it. Usually, some careful analysis of the geometric mapping properties can be used to show that the Julia set is empty (by explicitly finding a disk about every point of P 1 (K) on which the iterates are equicontinuous), but we would still need to show that it has bad reduction in all coordinates. The following theorem provides one method to do so. In particular, all polynomials have an attracting fixed point at ; furthermore, a polynomial fixes 0 if and only if it has no constant term. Thus, we have the following corollary.
be a monic polynomial without constant term. The following are equivalent:
2. , has bad reduction.
3. , has bad reduction in every coordinate.
To prove the theorem, we will need the following technical lemma; again, we omit the (simple) proof. Proof of Theorem 4.5. Suppose that h # PGL(2, K) is a change of coordinates so that h b , b h &1 has good reduction. By a PGL(2, O)-change of coordinates f (which, by Proposition 2.2, preserves good reduction), we may assume that is still an attracting fixed point of =(
. By Lemma 2.5(2), (W )=W ; so by Lemma 4.7, all points of W are attracted to under iteration of . Meanwhile, the point we originally called 0 may have had its coordinate changed to some value x. Because the -iterates of x are bounded, they are not attracted to , and so x Â W . Thus, x # D 1 (0)=O. By a PGL(2, O)-change of coordinates g (namely, z [ z&x), we may assume that x=0 again.
We are now dealing with the map
which has good reduction. However, our and 0 are back in their original places, so g b f b h must be a degree one map fixing and 0; thus, it is of the form z [ cz. In other words, c &1 ,(cz) has good reduction, contradicting the hypotheses and proving the theorem. K It follows that all z are Fatou.
If K has positive characteristic, it is relatively easy to write down maps with empty Julia set, as the following proposition shows.
Proposition 4.8. Let K be an algebraically closed field which is complete with respect to a valuation v. Suppose K has characteristic p>0. Let ,(z) # K(z p ) be an inseparable rational function. Then the Julia set of , is empty.
Proof. We can write ,(z)= (z p ). Recall that 2(P 1 , P 2 ) denotes the spherical distance between two points P 1 , P 2 # P 1 (K). As shown in [9] , Proposition 5.2, there is a constant C>0 depending only on such that for any P 1 , P 2 # P 1 (K), 2( (P 1 ), (P 2 )) C 2(P 1 , P 2 ).
Proof of Lemma 4.10. Write D=D s ( y) for y # K and s>0. Pick x 1 # , &1 ( y). By Lemma 4.3, there is some r 1 >0 with ,(D r 1 (x 1 ))=D. By Since l>1 and , has degree d, we must also have that , maps no more than (d&2)-to-1 on each D i . Since d&2<p, any disk D with ,(D)/D r (0) must map onto its image with degree less than p. Therefore, if , n (D)/D r (0), then , n | D has degree not divisible by p. In particular, the argument in the proof of Theorem 4.1 works, because the full statement of
